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The Crow () - IMDb
The Crow is The Crow superhero comic book series created by James O'Barr revolving around the titular character of the same name. The series,
which was originally created by O'Barr as a means of dealing with the death of his girlfriend at the hands of a drunk driver, [1] was first published
by Caliber Comics in It became an underground success, and was later adapted into a The Crow of the same name in Three film sequels, a
television series, and numerous books and comic books The Crow by numerous companies have also been subsequently produced.

The Crow has The Crow translated into almost a dozen languages and has sold aroundcopies worldwide. The Crow first appeared The Crow the



back cover of Deadworld 10 November ; James O'Barr provided a back cover to the first comic book Caliber Press published, The Crow
contained an advertisement for the upcoming The Crow appearance in Caliber Presents 1. The ads shows The Crow The Crow with a smoking
shotgun in one hand and a samurai sword in the other, with the statement, "For Some Things There Is No Forgiveness".

It mentions The Crow appearing in February The Crow's first in-story appearance was in Caliber Presents 1 Januaryin the story "Inertia", which
serves as a prequel to the main series. O'Barr again provided a back cover for this issue.

The character's first limited series was The Crow 1—4 February—May Caliber Presents 15 September contained a preview of the unpublished
The Crow 5, titled "Death", that was meant to complete the original story arc.

Tundra Publishing later reprinted Caliber's first four issues in two double-sized volumes and printed "Death" also double-sized as the third volume.
A limited hardcover edition was also released by Graphitti Designs. From —, Kitchen Sink The Crow five mini-series and a The Crow based on
The Crow concept with a new avatar in each series. InImage Comics released a new Crow comic series with yet another take on the Eric Draven
story. It ran for ten issues, ending in November of that year.

InPocket Books re-released the original Crow graphic novel after several The Crow out-of-print. O'Barr stated in a interview that an Author's
Edition would contain at least "60 pages of new material that no one has ever seen. Half of that are pages that had to be removed for space
reasons. The story revolves around an unfortunate young man named Eric. Eric is shot in the head and is paralyzedand can only watch as Shelly is
savagely beaten, rapedand shot in the head.

They are then left The Crow dead on the side of the road. Eric later dies in the hospital operating room while Shelly is DOA. He is resurrected by
a crow and seeks vengeance on the murderers The Crow, methodically stalking and killing them. When not on the hunt, Eric stays in the house he
shared with Shelly, spending most of his time there lost in memories of her. Her absence is torture for him; he is in The Crow pain, even engaging in
self-mutilation by cutting himself. The crow acts as both a guide and goad for Eric, giving him information that helps him in his quest but also
chastising him for dwelling on Shelly's death, seeing his pining as useless self-indulgence that distracts him from his The Crow.

World Championship Wrestling superstar Sting portrayed a character inspired by The Crow beginning in late As this character, The Crow was
involved in a major storyline with Hulk Hogan and The Crow New World Order throughout and early Ina film based on the comic titled The Crow
was released to theaters by Miramax Films. A cult The Crow, in part due to the accidental death of its star Brandon Lee on the film's set, has
maintained the film's popularity, with a regular staple of movie memorabilia being found at retailers like Hot Topic.

It was written and scheduled to be directed by Rob Zombiebut it was ultimately cancelled. On December 14,Stephen Norrington announced in
Variety that he planned to write and direct a "reinvention" of The Crow.

Pressman for both the film's rights and financing. According to James O'Barr the movie is expected to be much more faithful to the comic including
flashbacks, metaphors, horses, trains and barbed wire, making it not suitable for younger The Crow.

Corin Hardy was the The Crow director to take on the film and O'Barr said in October The Crow of right now, it's slated The Crow start pre-
production in February with a very talented The Crow director named Corin Hardy. I'm involved in every aspect of the film and working closely
with the director. On May 31,it was announced that both director Hardy and star Jason Momoa had exited the project.

From —, a number of novels based on the world and thematic concerns The Crow The Crow were published, mostly by Harper. BriteS.
SomtowNorman PartridgeThe Crow A. Grant Publishing. It is loosely based on the movie of the same title. The player assumes the role of the
hero of the film, Ashe Corven. It received negative reviews. It was released in November but initially had a release date of March Players control
Angel, Devil, and Neutral Bystander cards and then send them into combat with "opposing [P]ersonalities".

Action cards allow players to pump or hinder a Personality. Each Personality has an attack and defense value, as well as Virtue, which is equal to
the highest value. Players play their Personality card and discard cards from their hands equal to the Virtue of the played card, and then they
attack.

The Crow a player has a higher attack value than their opponent's defense value, the opponent is wounded. If a Personality would be wounded
again, it is killed. A player wins by killing 25 Virtue worth of an opponent's Personalities. Andy Butcher reviewed The Crow for Arcane magazine,
rating it a 6 out of 10 overall. There's just enough depth to give it some skill, and the game mechanics are elegant.

Experienced The Crow may find The Crow limiting and lacking in lasting appeal. From The Crow, the free encyclopedia. Comic book series
created by James O'Barr. This The Crow is about the comic book series. For the film, see The Crow film. For other uses, see Crow
disambiguation.

For a list of protagonists in spin-off comics, novels, film and television adaptations, see Crow comics. Retrieved Archived from the original on
Suicide Girls. Archived [ dead link ] on James O'Barr. January 16, Retrieved November 15, The Hollywood Reporter.

Accessed Oct. Game Rankings. Future Publishing The Crow : Accessed Dec. The Crow by James O'Barr. The Crow. Categories : comics
debuts comics debuts comics debuts comics debuts comics debuts The Crow American comics adapted into films Comics adapted into television
series Fantasy comics Image Comics titles Fictional undead Detroit in fiction Comics about revenge Self-harm in fiction Dark fantasy Action
comics Drama comics Crime comics Gothic comics Superhero comics Thriller comics Caliber Comics titles Kitchen Sink Press titles IDW
Publishing titles.

Hidden categories: All articles with dead external links Articles with dead external links from February CS1 errors: empty unknown parameters



Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata Character pop Title pop. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. The The
Crow 1 February Enhanced strength, speed, and agility Cat-like reflexes Heightened senses Resistance to injury or pain Invulnerability Skilled The
Crow.

Superhero fictiongothic fiction. The Crow Caliber Press The Crow.

The Crow () - Soundtracks - IMDb
Sign In. Edit The Crow Eric Rochelle Davis Sarah Ernie Hudson Albrecht Michael Wincott Top Dollar Bai Ling Myca Sofia Shinas Shelly Anna
Thomson Darla David Patrick Kelly T-Bird Angel David Skank Laurence Mason Tin The Crow Michael Massee Funboy Tony Todd Grange Jon
The Crow Gideon Bill Raymond Torres Kim Sykes Annabella Rock Taulbee Lead Cop Norman Max Maxwell Waldo Henry Kingi Jr.

MJ Erik Stabenau Speeg Cassandra Lawton Newscaster Lou Criscuolo Uniform Cop 1 Todd Brenner Paramedic 1 Joe West Paramedic 2
Thomas Rosales Jr. Sanchez as Tom Rosales Jeff Imada Braeden Tierre Turner Jugger Tim Parati Bad Ass Criminal Matt Adler Additional Voices
voice Charles Bazaldua Additional Voices voice Jennifer Blanc-Biehn Additional Voices voice Joseph Chapman Additional The Crow voice Holly
Dorff Additional Voices voice Judi M.

Additional Voices voice Spencer Garrett Additional Voices voice Barbara Harris Additional Voices voice Carlyle King Additional Voices voice
Phillip Lucier Additional Voices voice Peter Lurie Additional Voices voice Juan Pope Additional Voices voice as J. Lamont Pope David Randolph
Additional Voices voice as David J. Randolph Vernon Scott Additional Voices voice The Crow Goodall Medicine Brad Laner Medicine The
Crow Putnam Medicine Eddie Ruscha Medicine Elizabeth Thompson Medicine Marston Daley Children uncredited Phoebe Dollar Extra
uncredited Dale Frye Robber uncredited Hamilton Perkins Bouncer uncredited Kai Portman Thug in Boardroom uncredited David J.

The Crow 2 The Crow Boardroom uncredited Michael Sinterniklaas Extra The Crow Tom Wayland Scott Smith Gerard Armond Ghzanian Lanza
Peter J.

Miceli Glenn T. Debiec Ray O. Axton The Crow Broes Galvin Mark Haugh McCullough James D. Murrah Mary Nelson Pitt Gus Ramsden Lee
uncredited Scott Mactavish Gaffer: 2nd unit miniatures Michael Dhonau Lighting technician Brooks P. Mike Repeta Lee Jeff Imada Pressman John
Patteson Scott Durk Tyndall Edit page. Share this page:. Clear your history. Bad Ass Criminal.

The Crow - Wikipedia
Forgot your password? Don't have an account? Sign up here. Already have an account? Log in here. By creating an account, you agree to the
Privacy Policy and the Terms and Policiesand to receive email from Rotten Tomatoes and Fandango. Please enter your email address and we will
email The Crow a new password. We want to hear what you have to say but need to verify your account.

Just leave us a The Crow here and we will work on getting you verified. The Crow with style and dark, lurid energy, The Crow is an action-
packed visual feast that also has a soul in the performance of the The Crow Brandon Lee. Rate this movie. Oof, that was Rotten. Meh, it passed
the time. So Fresh: Absolute Must See! You're almost there! Just confirm how you got your ticket. Cinemark Coming Soon. Regal Coming Soon.
By opting to have The Crow ticket verified The Crow this movie, you are allowing us to check the email address associated with your Rotten
Tomatoes account against an email address associated with a Fandango ticket purchase for the same movie.

Alex Proyas's pulp revenge fantasy, based on a comic-book saga by James O'Barr, is dark, moody, and seductively overwrought; it's an
amazingly pure expression of morbid adolescent romanticism. Terrence Rafferty. It's a pleasure to welcome The Crow -- a bird of a very different
feather. Desmond Ryan. As exploitation pictures go, I've seen a whole lot worse. Jay Boyar. The Crow, starring the late Brandon Lee, is like one
long fright night.

Even though it was photographed in color, the edge-of-darkness atmosphere descends on the audience like a shroud. Peter Rainer. What's scary
about The Crow is the story and the style itself: American Gothic, Poe-haunted nightmare, translated to the age of The Crow science fiction,
revenge movies and outlaw rock 'n' roll, all set in a hideously decaying, crime-ridden urban hell. The Crow Wilmington. If The Crow is forgettable
entertainment, it can stand as an eerie epitaph for an actor who looked like he was on the way to better things.

Owen Gleiberman. A first-rate revenge fantasy and a thrilling adaptation of the comic book series on which it's based. Mike Massie. From
heartbreak, rage, pain, love, and even brief moments of humor, Brandon Lee brings all the pathos to the table. Proyas created a look and feel to
The Crow that was wholly unique. Tim Stevens. The Crow is so stylish and so particularly of its time, it's kind of The Crow to resist its charms,
even when acknowledging how downright ludicrous most of what happens actually is.

Joey Keogh. The movie The Crow very interesting, The Crow very funny, and again, it presents two experiences: The movie and the soundtrack
alone. These two experiences are good, and when they are put together it is even better. Erick Estrada. Unlike many comic-book heroes, Eric
Draven is no wiseguy. Nor does he don a balletic costume of capes, tights, boots, etc.

A line in the screenplay The Crow David J. Schow and John Shirley describes him aptly: "the mime from hell. Malcolm Johnson. Top Box Office.
More Top Movies Trailers. Certified Fresh Picks. Black Mirror: Season 5. Into The Dark: Season 2. Lovecraft Country: Season 1. The
Mandalorian: Season 1. Saturday Night Live: Season Orphan Black: Season 5.

Watchmen: Season 1. The Walking Dead: Season Certified Fresh Pick. View All. Fall TV Log in with Facebook. Email address. Log In. First



Name. Last Name. By signing up, you agree to receiving newsletters from Rotten Tomatoes. You may later unsubscribe. Create your account
Already have an account? Email Address. Real The Crow. We want to hear what you have to say but need to verify your email.

Please click the link below to receive your verification email. Cancel Resend Email. Add Article. The Crow Critics Consensus Filled with style and
dark, lurid energy, The Crow is an action-packed visual feast that also has a soul in the performance of the late Brandon Lee.

See score details. Rate And Review Submit review Want to see. Super Reviewer. Rate this movie Oof, that was Rotten. What did you think of the
movie? Step 2 of 2 How did you buy your ticket? Let's get your review verified. Fandango AMCTheatres. More Info. Submit By opting to have
your ticket verified for this movie, you are allowing us to check the email address associated with your Rotten Tomatoes account against an email
address associated with a Fandango ticket purchase for the same movie.

How did you buy your ticket? View All Photos Movie Info. On the anniversary of their The Crow, Eric rises from the grave and assumes the
gothic mantle of the Crow, a supernatural avenger. Tracking down the thugs responsible for the crimes and mercilessly murdering The Crow, Eric
The Crow confronts head gangster The Crow Dollar Michael Wincott to complete his macabre mission. Alex Proyas. Jeff MostEdward R. John
ShirleyDavid J. Aug The Crow, Miramax Films, Crowvision Inc.

Brandon Lee Eric Draven. Ernie Hudson Sergeant Albrecht. Michael Wincott Top The Crow.
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